
Literary Essay for Gathering Blue 

 

        In the story Gathering Blue by Lois Lowry, Kira a teen girl who has lost both of her parents finds 

herself in a situation where she is being unappreciated and tossed to the side. After she is spared from 

being taking to the field, she becomes the designer of the future, and takes on a very important task. 

She must find her way through a web of lies with her friend Thomas, and figure out that her supposed to 

be long dead father is still alive. In this, thrilling, and unbelievable story, Lois Lowry shows us that 

sometimes things can go wrong in your life, and you can find your self lonely and anxious. However, you 

can always bounce back from everything, and end up being thankful for what you have. But, don't let 

worry and suspicion stop you from figuring out your destiny. 

        In the beginning of the book, loneliness and anxiety were main concepts. Loneliness was showed 

first when Kira's mother died. She was the person who Kira wanted to learn from, and she really looked 

up to and admired her mother. When she died Kira found herself fall alone with all of the adults ganging 

up on her, and calling her worthless. They also stole her mothers land. Anxiety was shown when a mean 

women Vandara said that the only reason she was alive is because her grandfather was a very fine 

gentlemen, and her father was a very fine hunter. Her mother was also a fine dyer and weaver that 

repaired the Singer's robe. Now Kira's grandfather, mother, and father were gone. Kira was taken to the 

powerful Council of guardians to figure out her fate and she was assigned a defender. The accusations 

her accuser made, made Kira very nervous. "She cannot dig or plant or weed, or even tend to the 

domestic beasts the way the other girls her age do. She drags that dead leg around like she is a useless 

burden. She is slow, and she eats a lot. " Vandara said trying to make her case the winning one. Kira 

knew the accusations were all true, and all her defender Jamison did, was say that they were true, and 

she could easily be sent to the field. Kira felt like this man could very well be a defender of Vandara not 

her. As you can see, loneliness and anxiety were very strong concepts in the beginning of the book. 

        In the middle is the book, the main concepts were friendship and thankfulness. Thankfulness 

emerged first when Kira got spared by the council of guardians. She would have been taken to the field 

because of her crippled useless leg, but her talent as a weaver saved her life. She became the designer 

of the future, and took over what her mother used to do. Every year people from the council of 

guardians,would go to Kira and her mother's cot and ask her mother to make a few minor repairs,to the 

singer's robe. Now they even told Kira that she had a better ability to weave. Kira was taken to a very 

nice room with hot water, and a couple of finely carved desks to do her work in. She even had a bed 

with legs. She just couldn't believe that she was safe and in a nice room, and given a task that was her 

mother's. Friendship was next shown as Kira met a boy her age, the carver of the future, Thomas. They 

quickly became friends as they figured out that they have a lot in common. They both had a special item 

that talked to them, and told them if they were safe. Kira laughed a little too, but she remembered 

herself, very small, finding that her fingers  had a kind of magic when she held the colored threads, 

seeing her mother's astonishment and the look on the face of the guardian, Kira thought to herself as 

Thomas had told her that when he was a tyke he had discovered that if he took a sharp tool with a piece 

of wood he could make pictures. Kira told Thomas everything. She loved to hear his opinion, and see if 

he would investigate with her. Clearly, friendship and thankfulness are very important concepts in the 

middle of the story. 



        In the end of the book, suspicion and destiny were very captivating concepts. Suspicion was showed 

first about many things. Matt had suddenly disappeared and Kira thought that he might be hurt. Kira 

looked all over for him, and she even checked the Fen. No one knew where he was except his little 

brother who said he went to gather blue from yonder. Kira was also very on edge about the council of 

guardians. She made friends with a little girl named Jo. She cried every night except when Kira visited 

her, and comforted her. "No, don't !" Jo cried out pushing Kira's hand away. "Shhhh," Kira whispered. " 

It's me. Remember, we talked through the door? Don't be afraid." " I want me mum," the tyke wailed." 

According to Kira the tykes mom was dead. Did the council of guardians not tell her? Kira didn't know, 

but she was beginning to think that secrets and lies were being kept. Destiny was later showed as Kira's 

father appeared. Everyone had told her, that her father had been taken by the beasts, and had died, but 

apparently he had survived. Kira's dad had been living in a village where he had been healed from his 

attacks, and he asked her to return with him. Kira replied no, because she knew that her destiny was 

supposed to be right in the community learning more about dye and weaving the singer's robe. She 

knew that she was meant to weave and share her talent with others. Thus, suspicion and destiny were 

the bold concepts in the end of the book. 

        This book has showed me that if I am just unlucky like Kira was, I can find way to friendship, and be 

thankful for what I have. Kira was feeling doubtful at the trial, but she ended up with a nice new life, 

friend, and talent. I will try not to be anxious like Kira was, even if the situation that I am in is turning 

bad. I know that I can always bounce back from having no hope, and being lonely with no one to lean 

on, to being respected and praised and having a very nice workspace. 


